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Part 1. On being and not being the absolute present. 
 
 
to write about being and not being the absolute present can be the same as being and not being 
the absolute there. Not being the absolute there I see as a transparent moment where the there is 
elsewhere. Being there (here), and to type it seems that I am presumably presently there; here, 
and engaged with this type. To then perform a type sometimes makes me think of something 
detaching from the self, from this there to something else; another there, elsewhere, over there. 
Am I being there or not being there? Disappearing and hiding from one thing, whilst a doing of 
something else occurs. The attention towards the present and to be aware of the latter is a state of 
being there, whilst still elsewhere.     
 
Part 2. The benefit of being a heterogeneous self 
 
I spend a lot of time pretending. Pretending to be present when a lot of the time I don’t know where 
I am. Not here nor there. Not so much lost but acknowledging that I should be elsewhere, in a 
different form. But there are benefits of this. The benefit is to have fun with the multiple there’s. To 
perform the lilac parma in a half tankard coupe, where it should be performed (not here) or to 
perform the latter as I am writing this, the performance of the latter wouldn't be that sincere as I 
wouldn't be the right person at the right time. I wouldn't be there; I would still be here.  


